
RUBIO MONOCOATER
Rubio® Monocoater is an all-in-one compact industrial finishing line. In 
combination with the versatile Rubio® Monocoat range, it provides an effective 
way to produce creative and individualized finishes.
Based on the experience we built up the last years, we lately have been finetuning 
our finishing line. Thanks to a new shutter system and the parallel adjustment 
of the oil thickness, the Rubio® Monocoater  makes the industrial finishing of 
wooden floors even more easy and accurate!

SPECIFIC FEATURES
› 1 frame of ca 5,2 m long and ca 1,12 m wide on a central support, on which 4 units are mounted.
› 3 separate conveyor belts.
› Head display with fully electrical controls and digital speed readings, centrally located on the equipment, 
  ensuring good visibility of all 4 units.
› Separate fully electrical height control for each unit.
› Delivered in “plug & play” condition – connect in one 5-pole plug, and the equipment is ready to use.
› Connection by a round, red 32 A plug with 3 phases, one zero-phase, and earth wire (400 Volt + 0).
› Feed through height: min/max 5 - 100 mm.
› Feed through speed: 5 - 18 m/min.
› Working height: 900 mm (+/- 25 mm).
› CE certified.

MODELS

420 E
› Conveyor belt: 420 mm
› Working width: 400 mm

700 E
› Conveyor belt: 700 mm
› Working width: 680 mm

UNITS
› Unit 1: brushing unit
› Unit 2: roller coater
› Unit 3: pad unit
› Unit 4: polishing unit
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UNIT 1: BRUSHING UNIT   
 › 2 counter rotating brushes on a brushshaft, with double bearings, variable rpm (200 – 600 rpm) 
 and motors (2 x 1,5 kW) on top of the unit.
 › Dust extraction between the brushes (dust extraction unit is not included).
 › The brushes are mounted in one enclosure for simultaneous lifting or lowering.
 › Standard setup with Tampico fibre brushes (dust brushes). 
 › Easy replacement of the 2 brushes (with a choice between wire metal brushes, sanding brushes, or dust brushes).
 › High grip conveyor belt.
 › Height control: fully electric.

UNIT 2: ROLLER COATER   
 › Roller coater by default equipped with a dosing roller and application roller.
 › Dosing roller: 
   › chromed
   › adjustment of oil thickness using only one hand wheel which results in a uniform dosage along/parallel to the entire roller
 › Application roller: 
   › made of 3 cm thick rubber
   › withstands extremely high pressure and also ensures a colouring of the bevels
   › is easy to replace with rollers of various hardness, or with a moos-gummi
 › New spring-loaded shutter system on both sides of the application roller, no leakage possible!
 › Separate, smooth conveyor belt for easy maintenance, with adjustable speed.
 › Height control: fully electric.
 › Speed setting of the application rollers: electric. Both rollers have a separate speed control button. 
   These optimal application settings result in a very precise and uniform application.

  OPTION UNIT 2: REVERSE ROLLER (easy set up and adjustments by only 1 hand wheel)
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UNIT 3: PAD UNIT   
 › Double disc unit for pads of 400 mm diameter. Both discs are mounted on one frame, ensuring simultaneous lifting and lowering.
 › Variable rpm settings of the pads (40 -160 rpm): electric.
 › High grip conveyor belt.
 › Height control: fully electric.

  OPTION UNIT 3: Programmable control panel with touch screen.

UNIT 4: POLISHING UNIT   
 › 2 counter rotating brushes on a brushshaft, with double bearings, variable rpm (100-400 rpm) and motors (2 x 0,75 kW) on top of the unit.
 › Dust extraction between the brushes (dust extraction unit is not included).
 › The brushes are mounted in one enclosure for simultaneous lifting or lowering.
 › Standard setup with Tampico/nylon brushes (dust and polishing brushes).
 › Easy replacement of the 2 brushes (with a choice between wire metal brushes, sanding brushes, or dust brushes).
 › High grip conveyor belt.
 › Height control: fully electric.

 OPTION UNIT 4: Quick change brush mounting (a slide system build in the machine, 
 simplifies the change between different brushes).
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OPTIONAL: SEPARATE UV DRYER

For our complete assortment of products and machinery for the protection and colouring
of interior and exterior wood, please visit www.rubiomonocoat.com

YOUR DISTRIBUTOR:

LIABILITY: It is the user’s responsibility to establish, through his own tests, whether the product is suitable for the chosen
application. In no case can Muylle Facon NV be held liable for any consequential damage. The information above may be subject
to changes, which will be published in the updated versions of the technical data sheet. We cannot be held liable for poor results
due to causes that are not related to the quality of the product. This technical information has been drawn up based on the
currently available information and knowledge. The most recent technical data sheets can be requested or are available on the
website. Date of TDS: 04/05/2018. Check the safety information before using the product.

Muylle Facon BVBA
Ambachtenstraat 58
8870 Izegem (BELGIË)

Tel. +32 (0) 51 30 80 54
Fax +32 (0) 51 30 99 78
info@muyllefacon.be

www.rubiomonocoat.com
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